Taylor Swift And Tom Hiddleston
Caught Kissing, Fans Pour Scorn
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Looks like Taylor Swift has a new man in her life, and there are pictures to
“prove” it.
The Sun first published photos of Swift and The Avengers star Tom
Hiddleston locking lips while taking a romantic stroll on the beach near the
popstar’s Rhode Island home. The two were also photographed taking couple
selfies and holding hands with Hiddleston even offering up his jacket to the 26year-old star before pulling her in close.

An onlooker, who saw the couple together, revealed that Swift and
Hiddleston looked very comfortable with one another: “They were all over each
other – hugging and kissing – even though there were 20 people coming and going
on the beach.”
Related: Taylor Swift And Calvin Harris Reportedly Split Up
While Swift has appeared to move on with the 35-year-old actor just two weeks
after her breakup from DJ boyfriend Calvin Harris, whom she dated for 15
months, many fans are labelling their relationship as “completely fake” and calling
the photos “staged”. As a result, Hiddleston has quickly been added to the long list
of Swift memes, with many Twitter users questioning the authenticity of their
relationship.
We first saw “The Night Manager” actor and pop princess show off their instant
chemistry, dancing up a storm at the 2016 MET Gala in New York last month. The
video clearly peaked the interest of many, enticing an average of 6.6 million
viewers. And while it seemed totally harmless at the time, maybe it meant
something more?
A source close to Swift revealed to The Sun, “Tom has been courting Taylor since
they met – he sent her flowers. She’s been won over.”
Meanwhile, Harris seems to have not taken news of his ex-girlfriend’s new fling
too lightly, deleting his previous tweet: “The only truth here is that a relationship
came to an end & what remains is a huge amount of love and respect” – and
replacing it with a tweet reading: “Oh boy, it’s going down” – only to later take that
down too.
Since their split, both Harris and Swift have deleted all traces of one another off
their social media accounts, including pictures from their romantic beach vacation.
Tweet us your thoughts at @popandpress.

